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BACKGROUND & AIMS

METHODS
Originally validated with case-control datasets, we now apply EarlyCDT-Lung to a set of
mainly high-risk subjects commercially collected since November 2010, in which there
were 36 confirmed LC cases (4.3% incidence) and 811 subjects (“normals”) with no
confirmed cancer, after six months of follow-up. DR was calculated using a modified
version of the Spitz model where age, sex and smoking history were combined in a
3
logistic regression model to predict five-year risk (Table 1). The two-stratum and then
four-stratum EarlyCDT-Lung was added without further optimisation of the cut-offs. Test
performance was expressed in terms of specificity and sensitivity (spec/sens). Since
these are population data, PPVs were also calculated directly from the observed
frequencies. The DR distribution between cases and normals differed (KolmogoroovSmirnov test, p<0.001) with cases at higher mean risk (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of Demographics (Cases/Normals)
Group

Male/Female

Age (median, range)

Smoker/Ex-smoker*

Demographic risk

Cases (n=36)

42%/58%

70 (49-85)

50%/44%

5.1 (0.0-12.2)

Normals (n=811)

36%/64%

60 (35-85)

45%/41%

2.6 (0.0-11.7)

NLST age
range

Geoffrey

Two-stratum
Spec(90%)/sens (PPV)
Spec(80%)/sens (PPV)
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EarlyCDT-Lung

DISCUSSION

DR

Combined

91.2%/36.1% (0.103)

90.1%/22.2% (0.091) 90.0%/44.4% (0.165)
80.0%/47.2% (0.095) 80.0%/55.6% (0.110)

Four-stratum/High pos
Spec/sens (PPV)

98.2%/19.4% (0.318)

98.5%/11.1% (0.250) 96.7%/27.8% (0.270)

Four-stratum/Low neg
Spec/sens (NPV)

30.6%/83.3% (0.976)

98.5%/11.1% (0.961) 30.2%/86.1% (0.980)

The simple risk model used here has a performance similar to published models with a
spec/sens around 85%/39% in the mid-range. These other models require more
information such as family history, symptoms, environmental exposure, pulmonary
function, nodule status or gene signatures4. Few sample sets have this information. In
particular, our work is prior to imaging. The additive effect of EarlyCDT-Lung over DR
in the working range varied from +9% to +22% for sensitivity and 1.2x to 1.8x for PPV.
The true positives identified by EarlyCDT-Lung are not always those subjects at
highest risk (Figure 1), but may have cancer irrespective of their baseline risk. We
believe that for any DR risk model, EarlyCDT-Lung will add at least 10% performance
in the key sensitivity range. Adding nodule status would improve risk assessment even
further.

Table 3: Categorization of subjects by NLST criteria.

RESULTS
For the two-stratum test, DR and EarlyCDT-Lung were significant (p<0.001) and
independent predictors of LC risk. The optimum working range of LC diagnostic tests
is 80% to 90% specificity (so the full RoC curve is not relevant). For the two-stratum
test, the DR model ranged
from a spec/sens of 80%/47% (accuracy=79%,
PPV=0.095) to 90%/22% (accuracy=87%, PPV=0.091) (Table 2). When EarlyCDTLung (CDT) was added in this range, defining a sample as positive if DR+ve or
CDT+ve, a performance of 80%/56% (PPV=0.110) to 90%/44% (PPV=0.165) was
obtained (Figure 2). The accuracy did not change since it is largely determined by
specificity. For the four-stratum high positives, with positivity for DR+ve or CDT high
+ve, sensitivity and PPV improved but not dramatically. For the low negatives, with
negativity for DR-ve and CDT low-ve, NPV improved from 0.961 (25/26) to 0.980
(49/50). The additive effect of EarlyCDT-Lung and DR was maximal in the 80%/90%
range.

Cancers

Normals

Total

Non-NLST

8/18 (44%)

526/581 (91%)

63/599

NLST

8/18 (44%)

240/266 (90%)

34/284

Only about 30% of all subjects in this audit (Table 3) were within the NLST entry
criteria5. So the practical use of this work is that patients at non-NLST risk can be
moved into a higher absolute risk group where lung cancer screening would be initiated
(see Figure 1). All these figures could be optimised according to the precise
performance requirements. This study has demonstrated the additive potential of
combining DR factors and EarlyCDT-Lung in assessing the risk of lung cancer in this
population.

CONCLUSION

Figure 2. ROC half-curve, with key sensitivity window

* Individuals known to be smokers/ex-smokers have been included in this column

Figure 1. Risk vs Age, with Cancers and EarlyCDT result
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Table 2: Performance summary

1,2
test

The EarlyCDT®-Lung
which measures serum autoantibodies to 7 tumor-associated
antigens (TAAs) (p53, NY-ESO-1, CAGE, GBU4-5, SOX2, MAGE A4 and HuD) by ELISA
is used by clinicians to aid early detection of lung cancer in a high risk
population. Recently studies have shown that the test may be improved by moving from a
two-stratum to a four-stratum test with High positive, Positive, Negative and Low negative
risk categories. We now evaluate the effect of adding EarlyCDT-Lung to demographic
risk (DR) with respect to lung cancer (LC) risk assessment using a population-derived
sample set in both the two-stratum and four-stratum versions of the test.
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Sensitivity
window and
maximum
improvement

In a population dataset EarlyCDT-Lung was additive to demographic risk in the crucial
performance window, even without re-optimisation of the updated model. The model will
be refined as follow-up data accrues.
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